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About This Content

Channel Battles content pack opens up a whole new chapter in the world of World War I aviation for you by adding a new
theater of war (Southern England, English Channel, Northern France and Flanders) and unlocking three new story campaigns.

Fly the Nieuport 28, Fokker D.VII, Fokker DR.1, Pfalz D.XII, Sopwith Camel, S.E.5a and the legendary Felixstowe
F.2a - gigantic flying boat.

Patrol over the Channel Map which includes Northern France, Southern England and the Flanders area of Belgium with
realistic coastlines, villages and ports.

Experience new Pilot Career over the Channel Map and Special “Channel Battles” mission-set are included featuring
Felixstowe F.2a flying boat.

Unlock Hat in the Ring, Du Doch Nicht and St. Mihiel historical campaigns.

For details about the content listed above, please, visit http://riseofflight.com
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Title: Rise of Flight: Channel Battles
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
777 Studios
Release Date: 2 Jun, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Win XP SP3, Vista, 7, 8 and 10 (32 or 64 bit)

Processor: Win XP: Intel® Core 2™ Duo 2.4 GHz or comparable AMD chip

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 512MB video memory / GeForce 8800GT / Radeon HD3500

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 8 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c Compatible

Additional Notes: Initial activation requires internet connection for User Account creation inside game interface. Internet
connection required for use of some game modes. 256kbs Internet connection or faster required for internet play. An offline
mode is also available for certain game modes. Software installations required (included with the game) include Steam Client,
DirectX 9c, Microsoft .NET 3.5 Framework, Visual C++ Redistributable 2005. Controller: DirectX Compatible joystick or
other controller recommended.
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Played this game for years both in it's original incarnation and Horizons and while it has had it's teething problems it's been a
pretty fun game to spend my free time on.. game would not even start. I own ksp so i had pretty high hopes and i was very
dissapointed. I was on the fence with this game. I ended up giving it a "yes" since the storyline is nice and the graphics and
sound were good. This is a Hidden Object game with a lot of hidden object scenes and a few other games (such as memory).
For the price, it's worth the buy, especially if you enjoy Hidden Object games. I do like the mystery aspect of it, that made me
hope I guessed correctly.

However, I did find a few things with the game I didn't really like. For one, (and for me) I don't see a lot of replay value with
this game beyond trying to get all the steam achievements. With all the scenes, none of the items within the scene are changed.
The only thing that changes are the items you have to find (for the most part). After a bit, it doesn't take that long to get the
general location for items in each scene.

OK, I do like when game makers for this genre use a word that could be various items (such as bow, it could be a hairpiece,
weapon, or a musical bow). However, there was a few times (given, not a lot) where the game would require an item found and
there were a couple items it could be (in one instance, it asked for a hat and there was one in the painting and another one on a
statue). Given, it's not a huge deal, but when trying not to make any mistakes, it makes it a bit hard. Also, there was one scene
where it asked for 3 x brush, and one item was a broom (which for my crazy self, annoyed me a bit since I don't really consider
a broom a brush).

However, despite what I found annoying, I would still recommend this game for all the Hidden Object game fans out there.. By
itself, the DLC is mostly novel, but if mixed with base assets, it can actually be pretty nice. Mixing it with the standard Outside
tiles, I was able to make a pretty versatile tileset that made a believable arctic city, which I'm happy with. 11.99 seems a bit
much for something that otherwise doesn't have much use and is mostly for Christmasy stuff, but overall I'm happy with my
purchase.

Like most RMMV DLC (and ACE for that matter), only buy if you need it, it's totally skippable if you don't need winter or
snowy tiles that are better than the base game.. PLAY WITH A CONTROLER
I'm having a♥♥♥♥♥♥ton of fun playing this game. makes you think, which is something i try to avoid when playing games as
my reason for gaming is to escape from that for a few hours... however the way this game does it works, its a REALLY
addictive and very well thought out game, not so much into v2 but i love this one!. Another slapped together unity game hoping
to make a quick buck. Gameplay is buggy and janky, and overall it's very badly designed; Don't waste your time.

Some Gameplay:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=KjHaMJfroZM. Abit of a hassle to set up *and also get the X-Wing Alliance Upgrade, do
yourself a favor and just do it*
But once you've got it setup your in for a real treat, the controls are pretty complex but the gameplay is very easy to understand,
and its awfully cheap too!
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Game crashes A LOT. Unable to play smoothly. There's even an achievement for less than 30 fps... come on... Don't waste your
time or money unless you got money to burn :P. First of all, since I've played the first game on Android and I liked it because
the mechanics of the grand strategy game were simple enough for me and it was fun to play, and since it had good reviews, I've
seen potential from the developer.
Since the announcement of this game, I was really excited because it looked more advanced, had more stuff to do, a bigger map
with more provinces etc. A lot of effort was put in this game by only ONE guy, 2 years of work and it resulted in this, and I can
say the game IS worth the 5$ and the good reviews, but the more you look to this game, more disappointed you get.
For example, the AI is really broken, and still broken after promises of fixing it. There's been like 6 months without a single
update, not even the workshop for the game, like the dev promised, but he did add good fanmade scenarios in updates. The most
disappointing thing is that the developer himself said he's abandoning the game. I don't even know why would he do that? He
worked 2 whole years alone for a game, then to abandon it months later, I find it very saddening because, as I said before, I've
seen potential on this game and believed it would get the appreciation it deserves.
The hard work is basically wasted, if all of this just happened.

This doesn't mean you shouldn't try the game, it really isn't a waste of time. 8\/10

Lukasz, if you are reading this review, please consider working on this game again, you've got this.. Do you have people to play
this with? Yes? Okay, you should definitely buy this.
However, if you'll be playing it in single player, you can only expect about... How many hours do I have on record? 2.3?
That's about as much time as you'll be getting out of it.
However, it is really good! It's simple, and you can get a grasp on its mechanics pretty quickly if you have decent reflexes. That
being said, for anyone who doesn't normally play video games, it could come off as super confusing--the jetpack is delayed and
accelerates awkwardly, you can die in an instant because the maps are so small, and you'll undoubtedly blow your own brains out
with the plasma cannon numerous times (it bounces off walls). However, if you take some time to get a feel for the game, it's
really good. And, like I said, simple.
Buy it to ♥♥♥♥ around with friends. I could see impromptu tournaments being really fun. However, if you're going to be
playing singleplayer, spend your money elsewhere. You won't be getting the intended experience.. If you enjoy rhythm games,
then you'll enjoy this. I was instantly sold after trying the demo.

All the variations of game types are intuitive, conective and fun. Maybe a few of the faster tracks were outpacing the 40
something me, but there's variation in slower tracks for the mere mortals. The challenge is definatley there on some of the game
types on the faster tracks.

The haptics in the controllers are another feature worth mentioning, they really get you in to the game.

For the price of the demo, it's worth a bash.. if you decide as i did to buy, then the low price is no hit at all for something you're
enjoying.
. This is a scummVM game at least on my mac, so in order to save or quit, you need to hit fn-f5 to save or quit. I bought this
game because it is precompiled, but this can be found for free for those savy techies.

I'm glad these old games are being re-released none the less. Just gotta love the combos in this game, sadly windows 10 won't
allow me to play it but SO MANY EPIC COMBOS!. 2v2 Nidhogg with Guns.

This port has support for both analogue and 8-way digital inputs, making it significantly better than the console release.
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